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elements exist in various types. In all areas of the hotel design, people’s enjoyment of vision has become higher and higher, so special cultural elements and people’s cognitive psychology have always been interdependent and inclusive. Based on the data research of the visual satisfaction evaluation of special elements in the hotel environment from the perspective of cognitive psychology, this paper verifies the operability and practicability of the application of special elements to the customer satisfaction evaluation system in the hotel design, and can grasp the special environment of the hotel in more detail. The data of each evaluation index of element satisfaction, and the successful application of the customer satisfaction evaluation system, through data processing and analysis, grasp the service gap and satisfaction degree in the homestay, and make reasonable suggestions for the shortcomings. It can be seen that cognitive psychology has a very broad application prospect, especially in the context of rapid development, the use of special elements in the visual satisfaction of the homestay environment can effectively improve customers' understanding and cognition of homestays. Positive.
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Background: Patients with mental illness community correction for their attitude towards life is more confused, behavior at a loss. The object of correction is ignorant of his own corrective life, not clear what kind of problems will be encountered. I am at a loss about how to change my criminal behavior in my past life, and how to harmonize my corrective life with my previous life and work, so that I can complete the corrective work smoothly without affecting my original life. Secondly, those who suffer from mental illness are full of remorse for the crime they have committed. They don’t know how to adjust their mentality to the new life. The community corrector should help the correctional object walk out of the psychological shadow, and avoid the behavior of the correctional object hurting his life. Finally, the object of community correction wants to get rid of the correction, the object of correction does not understand the community correction of the psychological problems caused by criminal discretion. It is manifested in that the community correction object does not cooperate with the correction work arrangement, thinks that he can escape the correction by his own cleverness, or does not take the community correction work seriously, thinks that it is only a form and therefore cannot be seriously implemented, and takes a frivolous attitude towards the correction personnel and ignores the rules and regulations on community correction.

Objective: The community correction system is the modernization legal system unceasingly develops but produces, is one of important signs which a country moves toward the rule of law. Community correction is a new field of judicial practice, which is beneficial to the prisoner’s re-entry into the society, but it also brings hidden trouble to the normal life of the community. The community correction object not only belongs to the disadvantaged group, but also the people suffering from mental illness are a special group, they are deprived and restricted in some rights.

Subjects and methods: Select 30 community workers, can be based on the actual situation of different communities, the corresponding collocation grouping, each group of community managers at roughly the same level. Each group consisted of 4 to 6 people and was divided into 6 groups. Each group shall recommend or appoint a team leader to be responsible for the development and statistics of the investigation activities of the group. Let 6 groups of community workers have a full discussion within the group, the discussion time is limited to 60 to 100 minutes, the group leader records the difficulties and specific examples encountered by the people in the actual work, and finally all 30 community workers have a collective meeting, and the group leader reports the actual difficulties in his group.

Results: According to the discussion results of the above group leader, the feedback of the mental illness community correction management workers is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. The response of mental disorder community correction management workers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction situation</th>
<th>Number of workers feedback</th>
<th>Percentage of total/%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The object of community correction is self-regulation</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disorder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The atmosphere of community correction is not strong</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>86.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community residents have low</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>96.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identification with community correction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions: In view of the management dilemma of the community correction objects with mental diseases, the corresponding solutions are put forward:

1. In the face of the problems of the community correction objects suffering from mental diseases, the first step is to constantly improve the community correction system. Professional community correction workers have the corresponding knowledge of sociology, psychology, legal science and other aspects of correction, which play an important role in slowing down the execution of judicial punishment and restoring the social function of community correction objects, and more conducive to helping community correction objects solve problems, thus more effective completion of community correction work.

2. The atmosphere of community correction has a very special impact on the smooth implementation of correction work and the degree of integration of correction objects into the society. The improvement of community atmosphere can not only promote the better integration of correction objects into the society and the re-socialization of their acceptance of social education, but also promote the better communication and exchange between community correction personnel and correction objects, and make them greatly help to integrate into the community environment and prevent recidivism.

3. Carrying out corresponding mental health education activities is a very necessary measure to eliminate the psychological problems existing in the rectified objects, and good mental health education activities play a very significant role in the community rectification work. Through psychological health education, we can help the rectified object to carry on psychological consultation, and the rectified object can pour out the problems that they face to one by one, at the same time, we can make the rectified object adjust his rectifying emotion constantly, slow down the psychological pressure of the rectified object, and help the rectified object to have a more comprehensive understanding of himself, so as to eliminate the abnormal psychology of the rectified object, so as to reach the goal of rectifying bad cognition and behavior. For individual problems, we should investigate and analyze the situation of the rectified subjects before carrying out the psychological consultation and treatment, and it is better to add the psychological archives to the personal archives, so that the professional psychologist can choose the topics closely related to the rectified subjects, and answer their questions efficiently, and can also carry out one-to-one consultation if necessary, so that the effect of solving problems will be better. It is very appropriate to hold mental health and health education for all the subjects of correction. It is an effective way to achieve the goal of correction by publicizing the basic knowledge of mental health and mental health, helping the subjects of correction to know themselves correctly, to learn the skills of establishing good interpersonal relationships, to set up a correct concept of employment and to have the confidence to return to a normal life in society.
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